Genetic analysis of glucokinase and the chromosome 20 diabetes susceptibility locus in families with type 2 diabetes.
Mutations of the glucokinase gene (chromosome 7p) have been shown to cause some cases of familial maturity onset diabetes of youth (MODY) but few, if any, cases of late onset familial Type 2 diabetes. A further single large pedigree with MODY has shown linkage to a marker for the adenosine deaminase gene (ADA, chromosome 20q), although the diabetes susceptibility gene at this locus has not been identified. We have studied members of 19 families with familial Type 2 diabetes (including 10 European families, 6 families from the Indian subcontinent, and 3 families of Afro-Caribbean origin), 2 of which were of MODY type (and both European), with a glucokinase marker and a marker linked to ADA, to examine whether glucokinase, or the unknown defect on chromosome 20, are implicated in diabetes in our pedigrees. Several models were constructed for standard two-point linkage analysis. Glucokinase is not the cause of diabetes in all of these families but was excluded in only one MODY family. It was possible to exclude both loci in the second MODY pedigree. No evidence was found of linkage to either marker in this multi-ethnic population under the models used. At least one further locus is involved in determining susceptibility to MODY.